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Abstract 
In group testing, the task is to determine the distinguished members of a set of objects C 
by asking subset queries of the form “does the set Q & 0 contain a distinguished object?’ In 
biological applications of group testing, the task is to repeatedly screen a library of objects 
for those which are positive for a probe. The subset queries consist of screening a pooled 
subset of the objects with the probe. This procedure has become an important component of 
the experimental methods used for the compilation of physical maps of chromosomes and other 
genetic material. 
For many screening applications, it is most cost-effective to ask many subset queries in par- 
allel. This leads to non-aduptioe group testing problems. An important aspect of most screening 
environments is that the screening results are far from reliable. In this report we discuss some of 
the error models that can be used and show how they affect the design of non-adaptive screening 
experiments. We give a unified treatment of the known methods for constructing pooling designs, 
provide explicit formulas for their performance under different error assumptions and discuss the 
asymptotic performance of random designs. 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
1. Introduction 
The general group testing problem is to determine the set of distinguished objects 
in a collection of objects by performing tests on subsets (pools) of the collection. The 
objective is to minimize the total worst-case (combinatorial group testing) or average 
case (probabilistic group testing) cost of the tests. 
The group testing problem hinges upon the type of information obtained from each 
test. In quantitative group testing, the result is the number of distinguished objects in 
the subset. In boolean group testing, the result of a test is 0 if the subset does not 
contain a distinguished object and 1 otherwise. 
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Early published accounts of some simple forms of the group testing problems can be 
found in the recreational mathematics literature [ 11, 161. Since the 1940s the problem 
has occurred in a surprisingly large variety of applications. Group testing methods have 
been used for efficient storage and access of punched card catalogues [7], for mini- 
mizing the number of wires in magnetic core memories [ 191, for conflict resolution in 
multi-access channels [24, 171, for screening blood for diseases [8], for detecting defec- 
tive parts in production lines [23] and for screening libraries of clones for the human 
genome project [3]. The last application motivates most of the work presented here. 
A library of clones can be thought of as a random collection of overlapping sub- 
strings of a long string of DNA such as a chromosome [ 181. In order to make 
full use of such a library, it is necessary to determine the relationships between the 
clones to obtain information about the original location of each clone on the par- 
ent string. This is accomplished by using a large number of probes to screen the 
clones. Ideally, a probe recognizes a unique site on the parent string, and the result 
of the screening experiment is that every clone which contains that site is known. 
Given sufficiently many distinct probes, the ordering of the clone endpoints can be 
determined. 
One of the primary methods for screening large insert clones uses the polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) to amplify unique markers or sequence tagged sites (STS). From 
the point of view of group testing, the distinguishing features of library screening with 
the PCR are the following: 
l Many ( 2400) clones can be screened in one pool without a significant loss of 
sensitivity. 
l Although the PCR is very sensitive, there are errors. False negative probabilities of 
up to 3% and false positive probabilities of up to 5% have been observed [15]. 
l Although preparing a pool of the clones for screening is expensive, enough material 
is obtained for many (2 100) screenings with different probes without having to 
prepare the pool again. 
l For a single probe, it is much cheaper to screen a number of pools all at once than 
to screen them sequentially. 
l Because of the random construction of the libraries, for every probe each clone has 
a nearly independent small probability p of being positive. If the clone and parent 
sequence have length 1 and L, respectively, then p = L/L. 
These features of library screening strongly encourage the use of non-uduptive methods 
for group testing with good average case performance. 
The principal non-adaptive group testing method in use for library screening consists 
of first preparing a collection of pools of the clones (the pooling design). For a given 
probe, all the prepared pools are screened. This step is called the first screening stage. 
The screening results from this stage are then used by a decoding method to determine a 
set of candidate positive clones. Each of these candidates is then confirmed individually 
in a confirmatory screening stage. 
A purely non-adaptive group testing method omits the confirmatory stage. This can 
be feasible if suitable designs are available and if the number of positives is strictly 
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bounded above, which is rarely the case for library screening. Techniques for con- 
structing and evaluating pooling designs when the error probabilities are negligible are 
discussed in [ 1, 3, 51. Purely combinatorial approaches to the problem are considered 
in [9, 10, 121. 
This paper shows how the methods for constructing pooling designs discussed in 
[ 1, 5, 9, 201 can be used for constructing error tolerant designs. Our contributions in- 
clude a discussion of useful error models, a unified treatment of known pooling design 
construction methods, and a new and more general design evaluation methodology. We 
derive computable formulas for predicting the average performance in the presence of 
errors for pooling designs constructed by any of several methods, including determin- 
istic and randomized constructions. The use of these formulas is demonstrated by an 
example. We also discuss the asymptotic behavior of random k-sets designs. We prove 
that the parameters can be chosen to achieve optimal asymptotic behavior to within 
a constant factor for reasonable error probabilities. For the combinatorial (worst case) 
approach to error tolerant designs the reader is referred to [2, 10, 211. 
This paper is organized as follows: The non-adaptive library screening problem is 
introduced and discussed in Section 2. In Section 3 we show how one can combi- 
natorially analyze the performance of certain types of screening strategies for several 
different types of pooling designs. The techniques are general and unify several of 
the approaches introduced elsewhere. In Section 4 we compute the asymptotic perfor- 
mance of random k-sets designs for random independent errors. We conclude the paper 
(Section 5) by computing various performance parameters for a few examples. 
2. Non-adaptive library screening 
This paper is primarily motivated by the problem of efficiently screening libraries of 
clones or other reagents using non-adaptive strategies. We therefore adopt terminology 
most appropriate to that environment. This terminology is consistent with other current 
work on library screening, but differs from that used in the group testing literature. 
We are given a library 2 of objects. The number of objects in Y is denoted 
by n. The task is to repeatedly screen the library for the objects having one of a 
large number of possible features. In each screening, the objects with the feature of 
interest form a subset L+ of 2. The members of L+ are called positive objects. The 
cardinality of L+ is denoted by L, . The set of positive objects L, is considered to be an 
instance of a random variable with distribution Prob(L+ ). ’ In many cases of practical 
interest, Prob(L+) is approximately known in advance. To simplify the screening result 
interpretation, it is usually assumed that the screenings involve independent instances 
of L+ distributed according to Prob(L, ). 
’ To be completely unambiguous when using Prob one can write Prob y, (L, ) to indicate that this is the 
probability of the instance L+ of the random variable Y+. Normally the intended random variable is clear 
from the argument and the context, so that the subscript can be omitted. 
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To screen the library 2 non-adaptively requires forming a collection of pools 9 of 
these objects. The number of pools in 9 is denoted by v. The pooling design 9(9,9) 
describes the relationship between the pools and the objects, namely which pools each 
object occurs in. Such a design can be specified in several ways: 
Bipartite graph. 9(.9’, P) is a bipartite graph with parts 9 and 9, where x E 9 is 
connected to Y E 9’ iff the object x occurs in the pool Y. 
Incidence matrix. ~3(9’,9’) is an incidence matrix $3 with row labels in 9 and 
column labels in 9. 9X,u is 1 if the object x occurs in the pool Y, and 0 otherwise. 
Family of sets (pools). 9(5!“, 9) is a family of v subsets of 2’. Each of the v sets 
is identified with a pool and represents the set of objects that occur in the pool. 
Family of sets (objects). SS(_!Z’,P) is a family of n subsets of 9. Each of the n 
sets is identified with an object in 9 and represents the set of pools that the object 
occurs in. 
Many of the concepts to be introduced are most easily discussed by using the last 
view of the pool design. Thus, we consider 9 as an object labeled family of subsets 
of p. We write y I x for “y is a pool of x”. If L is a set of objects, y I L means that 
y is a pool of at least one member of L. 
To obtain information about the set of positive objects L+, the pools are screened. 
The outcome of an ideal screening is a test result R(y) for each pool y. In a perfect 
experiment, R(y) = 1 (y is positive) if y lL and R(y) = 0 otherwise (y is negative). 2 
Let R denote both the function y + R(y) and the set of (true) positive pools. In a 
real experiment, some errors occur. The set of pools whose test result is incorrect is 
denoted by E. The observed result for pool y is therefore given by 
&S(Y) = 
1 if yERAE, 
0 otherwise, 
or simply, Robs = RAE, where A denotes the symmetric difference of sets. The pools 
in Robs and its complement are called measured positive and measured negative pools, 
respectively. The pools in R f’E and E\R are called false negative and false positive 
pools, respectively. The number of false negative and false positive pools is denoted 
by e, and er,, respectively, and their sum is denoted by e. The probability distribution 
of E is determined by Prob(E). 
To obtain information about L+, a decoding procedure, C, is applied to the results 
of the screening. The result is a subset C(Robs) of the objects. C(R,bS) is called the set 
of candidates according to C. Members of C+ = C(Robs) n L+ and C- = C(R,bS)\L+ 
are positive and negative candidates, respectively. The idea is that in the trivial second 
stage, all the members of C(RObS) are confirmed by individual screening. Thus objects 
in c+ = L+\C(R,,bs) are not found. These are the lost positives. The cardinalities of 
C+, C and C, are denoted by c+, c- and C+, respectively. These quantities are used 
when evaluating the performance of a design relative to a decoding procedure. More 
* In general, R(y) could have other values, depending on the set of positive objects in y. We do not treat 
this case here. 
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sophisticated decoding procedures based on Bayes posterior probabilities can be used. 
Such a procedure is discussed in [ 151. 
2.1. Models for the distribution of positives 
The only models for Prob(L+ ) considered here are invariant under permutations of 
the objects. This implies that the probability that L+ is the set of positive objects 
depends only on the number of objects in L+: 
-1 
Prob(L+) = Prob( 1,) . 
For many library screening projects, Prob(l+) is well approximated by the binomial 
distribution 
Prob(I+)=q’+(l -q)“-‘+ , 
where q is the probability that a given object is positive. Since designs and decoding 
procedures are evaluated on the basis of (c+, c-, C+) and c+ + E+ = I+, we can usually 
perform the evaluation by assuming that L+ is uniformly distributed among sets with 
a fixed number, I+, of objects and repeat the evaluation for each I+ of interest. 
There are important situations where the distribution of positives is not uniform. 
One such situation occurs when pooling a library of objects which have already been 
mapped or otherwise characterized [6]. For a combinatorial view of such situations, 
see [14]. 
2.2. Error models 
There are many types of errors which affect the screening results. One type of error 
is due to variations in detectability of the objects. Whether an object positive for a fea- 
ture is detected in a pool depends to some extent on how easily it is detected by itself. 
On the other hand some negative objects may be likely to give false positive signals. 
Interactions between objects in a pool can make it more difficult to detect positives. 
For example, if the objects are DNA strands which are queried by hybridization, then 
cross hybridization between different strands can make it more difficult to detect a site. 
Errors can also occur in pooling the objects. False negative results occur when an ob- 
ject is missing in a pool, and false positive results occur from contamination of a pool 
by other objects. These errors are systematic and affect each screening equally. Finally, 
errors can occur in screening the objects. Some mistakes can affect the outcome of all 
the pools equally, particularly if the pools are screened in parallel. Others affect each 
pool independently. 
Most of these errors are difficult to predict or model. The models we use are geared 
toward treating each screening and each pool independently. This ignores systematic 
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effects and assumes that each pool is independent of the others. It also assumes similar 
behaviors for all objects. This is a reasonable assumption for the first few screenings, 
as there will be little prior information concerning potential cross contamination and 
differential behavior of the objects. The most general model consistent with these inde- 
pendence assumptions has the property that the outcome of the screening of a pool de- 
pends only on the number of positive objects it contains. Thus the probability of result 
Y when screening a pool with 1 positive objects is given by Prob(r 1 I). Here we re- 
strict our attention to the case where Prob(r 1 I) takes on one value for I > 0 and another 
for I =0 and where r E (0, l}. We write f_(r) =Prob(r IO) and f+(r) = Prob(r 1 1). 
With this notation, the false positive probability is fp = f_ ( 1 ), and the false negative 
probability is fn = f+(O). 
2.3. Decoding methods 
Given the distributions of positive objects and errors, the optimal decoding method 
uses Bayes’ rule to determine the posterior probability for each subset of the ob- 
ject being the set of positive objects. With this information, the set C(&bs) of can- 
didate objects returned by the decoding can be chosen to optimize any given cost 
function. Although it is unfeasible to compute the posterior probability of every sub- 
set of the objects, it is usually the case that few of the subsets have non-negligible 
posterior probability. This situation can be exploited by using Monte Carlo simula- 
tion methods to sample the posterior distribution and generate reasonable choices for 
C(&&). This idea has been successfully implemented [13]. The choice C(&bs) in 
practice consists of the objects which have the highest posterior probability of being 
positive. 
Without a detailed model of the costs associated with the screening process and 
the outcomes, the Monte Carlo decoding technique is not easily evaluated. Even in 
simulation, there is usually no natural choice of C(&bs). In practice the final decisions 
on what candidates to confirm is determined by manual intervention. The simplest 
systematic choice that can be used is to pick those objects with the highest posterior 
probability which guarantee success of the experiment with (say) 95% probability. The 
outcome of the experiment could be considered successful if one positive is found, or 
alternatively if all positives are found. 
To predict design performance exactly under general circumstances requires using 
combinatorial decoding methods. The idea is that if these methods perform well with 
a design, then any technique using Bayes’ rule will perform even better for the same 
cost measure. Thus any analysis based on combinatorial decoding methods gives an 
upper bound on the expected cost of using the design. 
The general combinatorial decoding method C is determined by one parameter, t, 
the error tolerance. The method C, returns an object x as a candidate iff x is in at most 
t negative pools. The behavior of C, is such that if there are at most t false negative 
errors, then the candidates returned by C, are guaranteed to include the positive objects. 
False positive errors will cause C, to return more negative objects as candidates. 
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2.4. Measures of’ cost 
Most of the useful measures of cost of a design implementation are based on the 
joint distribution of c+,c_ and C+. Note that I+ =c+ + C+. The expected number of 
negative candidates, Exp(c_), has been used in [3, 51. Exp(c_) indicates how many 
unsuccessful individual experiments must be performed in the confirmatory stage. The 
expected number of positives found given I+ is Exp(c+ 1 I’+). This gives an indication of 
how many of the interesting objects are found. The quantity Exp(c_ ( I,), the individual 
screening overhead given l,, indicates how much excess individual screening must be 
done. In practice, we assume that the cost is a function of the number of pools, ~1, 
Exp(c_ 1 I+) and Exp(c+ 1 I+) for each I+. This avoids having to derive the complete 
joint distributions of c+, c- and C+, a task which is usually possible only by lengthy 
simulations. 
One parameter that cannot be computed from the distribution of c+,c_ and C:+ is the 
expected number of dejnite positive candidates [5]. This quantity only makes sense 
for models where the number of false negative and false positive errors is guaranteed 
to be bounded by e, and eP respectively. In that case, a definite positive candidate 
is an object x such that a subset of et, + 1 of its pools are positive, and for each 
of those pools, all the other objects therein belong to at least e, + 1 negative pools. 
Under the stated assumptions, such objects must be positive and need not be screened 
for confirmation. The expected number of definite positive candidates can be a good 
indicator of how reliably positive objects can be found. However, in most applications 
the assumptions fail and in general, no object is guaranteed to be positive given the 
results. 
In principle, the cost of screening includes the cost of constructing the pools. We 
assume here that the construction cost is amortized over many screenings so that the 
most important costs are those associated with screening the pools and confirming 
candidates. 
3. Evaluation of non-adaptive screening methods 
Suppose we are given a pooling design which we are considering for use in a series 
of screenings. It is necessary to predict and evaluate the performance of the design 
in the environment we intend to use it in. The simplest, but rather time consuming, 
method for doing so is by simulation. Sets of positives are generated according to 
their predicted distribution. The true positive pools are computed, and errors are added 
at random to generate simulated screening results. The decoding method is then ap- 
plied, and its output is compared to the set of positive objects that was generated. 
This is repeated sufficiently many times to get good statistics for the cost measure of 
interest. 
Evaluation by simulation is feasible if few designs are to be evaluated, a fixed cost 
measure is used and an efficient decoding method has already been decided on. In 
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practice, cost measures are not well defined and there is no prior commitment to a 
decoding method (which necessarily depends on the cost measure). It is therefore nec- 
essary to collect very large amounts of simulated data to be able to evaluate many 
combinations simultaneously. Thus it is desirable to have alternative methods for esti- 
mating design performance, preferably ones based on deterministic calculations to avoid 
uncertainty. 
Combinatorial design evaluation can be used to obtain guaranteed upper bounds on 
design performance. It is based on analyzing the design by considering the details of 
how the pools of different objects overlap. This information is then used to determine 
the performance of the design in conjunction with one of the combinatorial decoding 
methods. 
In combinatorial design evaluation it is usually not feasible to obtain the distribution 
of c+,c_ and F+, but their expectations can be computed for uniform distributions of 
L+ over /+-sets. If the distribution of L+ is invariant under permutations, then this can 
be used to obtain Exp(c+ 1 I+) and Exp(c_ 1 I+) for each I+. Together with the known 
distribution of I+, one can then obtain the expected cost of any error function which is 
linear in c+ and c_. Examples of such costs include the expected number of indefinite 
negatives, the expected fraction of positives found and the expected screening overhead. 
The expectations Exp(c+ 1 I+) and Exp(c_ 1 I+) will be referred to as the performance 
parameters of a design. Note that they depend on the error tolerance of the decoding 
method as well as the error probabilities. 
3.1. Analyzing the performance of arbitrary designs 
If the number of pools each clone goes into is reasonably small, then for combina- 
torial decoding, the expectations of c+,c_ and C+ can be computed exactly for permu- 
tation invariant distributions of L+. Thus we assume that Prob(L+) = Prob( I+) (;i) -’ . 
Recall that the error model is the simple independent model described at the end of 
Section 2.2. 
It turns out that Exp(c+ 1 I+> is straightforward to obtain, but Exp(c_ 1 l,) requires 
substantial computation in general. We will find however that for many types of de- 
signs the latter can also be obtained with a reasonable effort. Although it is generally 
not necessary to use the most general expression for Exp(c_ I I+), its derivation is 
instructive and can be used for deriving more simple expressions for certain classes of 
regular designs, 
Consider an arbitrary fixed pooling design 9. The set of candidates returned by the 
decoding procedure will henceforth be denoted by C. The performance parameters are 
Exp(c+ I I+) = c Prob(x EL+ I Z+)Prob(x E C Ix EL+, /+) 
XEY 
=c bProb(xECIxEL+,l+), 
XE9 
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Exp(c- I I+ ) = c Prob(x $L+ 1 l+)Prob(x E C 1 x @L+, I,) 
XEY 
=c 
n - I+ 
-Prob(x E C ) x 6 L+, I+ ). 
n 
XEY 
Here we used the permutation invariance of the distribution of L+ to compute 
Prob(x EL+ ( l+) = 1+/n and Prob(x $ L+ 1 I+) = (n - 1+)/n. 
For the simple error model used here, the probabilities on the right hand side can 
easily be expanded. Let x be an object, c the number of pools it occurs in and C, the de- 
coding method. We first expand the expression for Exp(c+ 1 I+). Prob(x E C 1 x EL+, I+) 
is the probability that at most t of c true positive pools are measured negative. 
These expressions imply that Exp(c+ 1 I+) is quite simple to evaluate. If d(c) is the 
number of objects of cardinality c, then 
Exp(c+ 1 l+ ) = 2 d(c)+ 2 ‘: f+(o)jf+( 1 I”-‘. 
c=O 0 j=lJ J (2) 
To expand the expression for Exp(c_ 1 l,), let r,(j,c) be the (conditional) probability 
that if exactly j of the c pools are true negative, then at most t of the c pools are 
measured negative. 
Prob(x E C 1 x @L+, I+) 
= 5 Prob(l{y 1 ylx , ~y~L+}l=jIx~L+,l+)~~(j,c). 
,j=O 
Using the independence assumption for errors, the function yJ( j, c) can be evaluated as 
i-J+t 
f-( l)‘f-(O)J_’ c f+(o)“f+( 1 )c-i-i’. 
j’=O 
This can be precomputed for each c and j to avoid recomputation for every x. 
To obtain Exp(c_ ( l+) still requires computing the quantity 
Define 
where U is an arbitrary set of pools included in x. Recall that ylz means that y is 
an object in pool z. Let (m), stand for the lth falling factorial of m, (m)J = 
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m(m - 1). . . (m - 1 + 1). Using inclusion-exclusion gives 
(3) 
The obvious way of computing the values of a/(x, (i) requires (n * 31X1) steps. 
Suppose that the maximum cardinality of x is c. The complexity of computing 
the expectations of the performance parameters for a fixed I+ can be estimated as 
O(3’ * ti* * 1,) operations (for large n). For constant maximum I+, u and therefore c 
can often be assumed to be O(log(n)). This observation will be proven in Section 4. 
In this case the complexity of computing Exp(c_ / I+) and Exp(c+ ( 1, ) is polynomial 
in n. 
3.2. Evaluating the performance of’ regular designs 
Although computing Exp(c_ I 1,) can in many cases be considered to be polynomial 
in n, the order of the polynomial is such that except for relatively small problems, it 
is not very practical to compute Exp(c_ I I+) for the many designs that may need to 
be examined for a given project. Fortunately, for certain types of regular designs, the 
expectations can be obtained with substantially less effort. 
Definition 1. A pooling design 9 is strongly regular if all objects x have the same 
number of pools and a\(x, U) depends only on /UI for U Cx, i.e. a\( U,x) = a(iUI). 
Examples of such designs are Steiner systems and orthogonal arrays, which we de- 
fine here in the language of pool designs. 
Steiner systems. A Steiner system with parameters (t, k, v) is a design which satisfies: 
1. There are u pools. 
2. For all objects X, 1x1 = k. 
3. For every t-set U C 9, there is exactly one object which includes it. 
Let 1,) be the number of objects which include any fixed I-set. It is a well known 
result from design theory (see for example [4]) that for Steiner systems & is well 
defined for I< t and given by 
(u - l)!-1 
” = (k - l),_r’ 
Since 1.1 has to be an integer, this determines divisibility conditions on the existence 
of Steiner systems. Note that n = &. 
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The function a(l) can be obtained from ELI by applying inclusionexclusion. Define 
I., = 1 for 13 t. Then 
I 
a(l)= &)i i (i; - 1). 
i=O 0 
Infinite classes of Steiner systems which are useful for pooling exist for t = 2 and 
t = 3 and can be easily constructed using finite fields [4]. 
Orthogonal arrays. Orthogonal arrays are a variation on Steiner systems, where the 
objects and the sets of size t which must be included in exactly one object are restricted 
to transversal sets. 
Given a partitioning of the pools into sets Pi, a subset U of the pools is trunsversal 
if (UnPj161 for each i. 
An orthogonal array with parameters (t, k, v = k * p) is a design where the pools are 
partitioned into k sets P; of size p each and 
1. each object is a transversal k-set; 
2. every transversal t-set is included in exactly one object. 
Let & be the number of objects which include any fixed transversal I-set. Then for 
1 dt, ,?I is given by 
The function a(l) can be obtained exactly as for Steiner systems. 
For p 3 k - 1 there are large classes of orthogonal arrays that can be obtained from 
the graphs of polynomials of bounded degree over a finite field. These designs are 
particularly attractive for pooling because it is possible to use them as interleaved 
multi-stage designs by screening only some of the partitions in the first stage. 
The I-1 are important parameters for any strongly regular design. The values a( I) 
can be expressed in terms of the 1, and vice versa. In general, we can define 
where 1 I/ 1 = 1, and there is at least one x which contains Ii. The quantity & is well 
defined for strongly regular designs and can be expressed in terms of a(i) by 
1,=1+2(-l)’ i a(i), 
;=:(J 0 
for 1< Ix]= k. This identity can be inverted to give 
a(l)= &(-I)' ; (2j - 1). 
i=O 0 
Explicit expressions for the performance parameters of strongly regular designs can 
be obtained without summing over all objects by using the fact that each object behaves 
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the same as far as performance is concerned. 
Exp(c+ ( I+) = /+Prob(x E C 1 x EL+, l+), 
Exp(c_ 1 Z+)=(n - Z+)Prob(x~C(x$~‘L+,l+). 
The probabilities on the right-hand sides can be computed as for general designs, using 
a\(~, U) = a( Ix n VI). The expression for Prob(x E C ) x $!L+, Z+) can be simplified by 
avoiding the sum over all subsets U of x when computing Prob( [{z I ZIX, TzZL+} I = 
j Ix @_L+, I+) in the expansion of Prob(x E C Ix $L+, I+): 
= & (;)(-l)i-i(J) (;y)‘;+. 
i=j 
(4) 
3.3. Evaluating the performance of random designs 
A random design is obtained by sampling a distribution of pooling designs. Random 
designs can thus be viewed as a random variable whose values are pooling designs. 
Random designs are useful for three reasons. First, there are well-behaved distribu- 
tions of pooling designs from which it is easy to sample. Second, the expectations of 
the performance parameters can often be obtained even if it is difficult to do so for 
any particular instance of the random design. Finally, for general parameters, the best 
designs known are those obtained by random constructions. 
Definition 2. A random design R is a random variable which 
a subset of the pools. 
assigns to each object x 
Random designs are particularly straightforward to analyze if they are strongly reg- 
ular on average. 
Definition 3. A random design R is strongly regular on average if for distinct objects 
x0,. . . ,xk and U a set of pools, 
We will omit the modifier ‘on average’ without loss of clarity. R is independently 
strongly regular if 
Note that for all cases considered here, aR does not depend on c. The performance 
parameter Exp(c+ ) I+) can be computed for R by replacing d(c) by Exp,(d(c)) in 
Eq. (2). 
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Exp(c_ 1 I+) can be computed for strongly regular random design by following 
derivation used for specific designs, substituting expectations over probabilities. 
Exp(c_ II+)= c q Exp,Prob(x E C 1 x +Z L+, I+). 
XEY 
273 
the 
We proceed to show that Exp,Prob(x E C 1 x $ L+, I,) does not depend on x, so that 
Exp(c_ 1 I,) = (n - I+)Exp,Prob(x E C 1 x +Z L+, 1,). 
Let us expand Exp,Prob(x E C 1 x +Z L+, I+). 
Exp,Prob(x E C I x $ L+, I+) 
=e Prob(lx,=c)~r,(j,c)Prob(llz,zll,alL+II=,j/ IxI=c,x$L+,l+), 
c=o j&O 
where the probabilities are over the whole event space including R, L+ and any errors. 
Note that R, L+ and the errors are independent. The probability in the expression 
on the right-hand side can be obtained by using inclusion-exclusion and linearity of 
expectations. 
=c Prob(CT cIx)(-l)I’l-j “I 
U:lUl>,j ( 1 .i 
xProb(zIL++z$UIIxl=c, x$L+,UCx,I+) 
= $(-I)“(;) (;)YR(iJ+). 
Useful examples of strongly regular random designs are random incidence designs, 
random subdesigns of strongly regular designs, random k-sets and random transversal 
designs. The latter two are special cases of random subdesigns of strongly regular de- 
signs. 
Random incidence designs. A random incidence design I(p) is obtained by inde- 
pendently, for each object x and pool y, including x in y with probability p. Random 
incidence designs are the simplest random designs to analyze. They have been widely 
used for obtaining easy bounds on rates of codes and related concepts. 
The independence of objects implies that random incidence designs are independently 
strongly regular, with 
uR(z4,r) = (1 - p)“‘. 
Random subdesigns of strongly regular designs. If 9 is a strongly regular design 
with N objects, then a random subdesign R(9,n) of 9 with n objects is obtained 
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by independently and uniformly choosing for each object x an object y of 9, and 
associating to x the set of pools of y. R,(C@,n) is obtained by selecting the objects of 
9 without replacement. 
Random k-sets designs and random transversal designs are random subdesigns of 
strongly regular designs. In the case of random k-sets designs, the strongly regular de- 
sign consists of all the k-element subsets of the pools. In the case of random transversal 
designs, it is the design which consists of all the transversal subsets of the pools. 
Let 623 be a strongly regular design with associated function a. Then 
(a(u)), 
@L(u, I> = cN _ , >, 
Note that R(9, n) is independently strongly regular. 
A useful observation [l] is that for the case of R,(g,n), the following relationship 
holds: 
EXP(C- I z+,R,(9,n)) = 2 Exp(c- I I+, 9). 
+ 
Since in most cases of interest R,(GS, n) performs better than R(9, n) (for large de- 
signs only marginally so), one can obtain the performance for all n by computing the 
performance for the full design 2 only. 
Random k-sets designs. A random k-set design R(k) (R,(k)) is obtained by indepen- 
dently (without replacement), for each object X, letting the pools of x be a randomly 
and uniformly picked k-set of pools. These are random subdesigns of the family of all 
k-sets, one of the trivial Steiner systems. This Steiner system satisfies a(O) = (i) - 1 
and a(u)= (‘I,“) f or u# 0. The aR(u, 1) can be obtained by using the identities for 
random subdesigns of strongly regular designs. 
Random transversal designs. To construct random transversal designs T(k,t) a set 
of v = kt pools is arrayed in a rectangle of width k and height t. Like for orthogonal 
arrays, a k-element subset of the rectangle is transversal if each column of the array 
contains exactly one of its members. Each object is randomly and uniformly assigned a 
transversal k-element subset. A random transversal design without replacement T,(k, t) 
is obtained by assigning the subsets without replacement. These designs are random 
subdesigns of the family of all transversal k-sets, one of the trivial orthogonal arrays. 
For this family a(O) = tk - 1 and a(u) = (t -- 1 )utkpu for u # 0. 
3.4. On constructing the designs suggested by random designs 
The computations for random designs only give the expectations of the performance 
parameters for a randomly constructed design. There is no guarantee that any instance 
will perform as well as expected. It is, however, our experience that any instance per- 
forms as predicted with high probability, consistent with the law of large numbers. We 
have not yet attempted to obtain expressions for the asymptotic distributions, although 
we expect that their variance will converge to zero for large designs. In practice, heuris- 
tics can be used to attempt to obtain a design performing at least as well as predicted. 
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For one application involving 1298 objects and 47 pools constructed using a random 
4-sets approach, this succeeded better than expected (simulations showed a 5-10% im- 
provement in Exp(c_) over what was predicted). A systematic method for obtaining 
these improvements is to use the conditional expectation method for converting a prob- 
abilistic proof of existence into a systematic construction method [22]. However, the 
complexity of evaluating the conditional expectations seems high and feasible only for 
small designs. Whether a suitably modified cost function can be used more efficiently 
is an open problem. 
4. Asymptotics 
The study of the asymptotics of pooling designs is closely related to the study of 
the coding rate in the theory of error-correcting designs [9]. One is interested in the 
maximum number of objects for which there is a pooling design with v pools and 
a sufficiently good performance parameter. Here we require that Exp(c_ 1 p)< 1 for a 
decoding procedure which satisfies that Exp(c+ 1 p) is (asymptotically) close to p, thus 
ensuring that the positives are detected with high probability. We still assume that the 
p positives are uniformly distributed among the p-sets of objects and that the errors 
are independent with known error probabilities. Formally, let N(a, p, fn, fP, y, 6) be the 
maximum IZ such that there exists a pooling design with IZ objects and v pools with 
each object belonging to lyv] pools and having Exp(c_ jp)b 1 4 for false negative 
probability fn, false positive probability fP and error tolerance (for decoding) 6~. The 
asymptotic rate of N is given by 
- 
4p, .L .fb, Y, 6) = lb 
log(N(v, P, fn, fp, Y, 6~)) 
2’ 
where the logarithm is base 2. Note that to ensure that Exp(c+]p) is (asymptotically) 
close to p requires G>,fny. 
The main purpose of this section is to give a lower bound on n(p, fn, fp, 7, S) and 
to express it in a simple form for large p. Define 
K(a,b)=alog(a/b) + (1 - a)log((l - a)/(1 - b)). 
Theorem 4. FLY fn and f,. Let GI and y’ satisfy 0 < cx < 1 - z. with .zo = (1 - e-:” ) 
( 1 ~ .fn 1 + eel”.&. Then lim,,, pn( p, .fn, ,f;, f/p, q/p) >, ;!‘K(a, 1 - zO). 
The proof of Theorem 4 is given in Appendix A. It consists of a detailed analysis 
of the asymptotics of random k-sets designs with k = [ju/pj. The analysis actually 
yields a lower bound for any n(p, fn, .f,, 7, S) which can in principle be evaluated nu- 
merically. It can be seen that , *l’ is a parameter which measures how close to v/p 
40~r results do not depend on the constant cm the right-hand side and are unchanged for 
2-“““~E~p(c_lp)~2~(“‘. 
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Fig. 1. Computed values of maxl.r lim, pn(p, fp, fn, j/p, fny’/p) using Theorem 4.1 together with the value 
of the maximizing y’. 
the number of pools per object is. Because ay’/p is the error tolerance in the bound 
of the Theorem, CI gives the error tolerance relative to the number of pools per ob- 
ject. Thus the constraint on Exp(c+ (p) requires CI > fn. The theorem gives an asymp- 
totic lower bound on n(p, fn, fP, ay’/p) for each choice of a and y’. To obtain lower 
bounds on good designs for the best choice of the relative error tolerance and number 
of pools per object, one can optimize the lower bound of the theorem by maximiz- 
ing y’K(a, 1 - zs) with CI = fn over allowed choices of y’ (which exist provided fn + 
f, < 1). We have done this numerically for fn = fP and the result is shown in Fig. 1. 
For fn = fP = 0 the expression achieves a maximum of ln(2), as has been observed 
in [lo]. 
We briefly consider upper bounds for the limit in Theorem 4. A simple upper bound 
can be obtained by an information theoretic argument. For the situation being consid- 
ered, the distribution of positive objects has information 
I=plog(n)(l -to(l)). 
The expected number of tests that need to be performed to find the positive objects 
is at least I. The expected number of tests performed in a pooling experiment is 
v + Exp(c_/p). Due to the false negative probability, some positive objects may not 
be found. To avoid this situation, we focus on the case where the error tolerance is 
chosen so that all positive objects are found with high probability (this requires making 
x sufficiently larger than fn). In that case we obtain 
v+Exp(c-]p)3plog(n)(I t-o(l)) 
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or 
log(n)/v< i(l + o(l)) 
for Exp(c_ 1 p) bounded by a constant. Theorem 4 shows that for fn + fp < 1, this upper 
bound is achievable to within a constant factor. 
5. Examples 
We implemented the formulas for Exp(c+ 1 I+) and Exp(c_ 1 I+) in a standard com- 
puter algebra system which supports arbitrary precision arithmetic. The code is available 
from the authors. In this section we give several examples and explicit relationships for 
parameters that have been relevant to the library screening efforts at the Los Alamos 
Center for Human Genome Studies. 
For fixed Z,., the expected fraction of positive objects not found, Exp 
(C+ I 1+)/l+> d P d e en s on the number of pools per object, the false negative probability 
and the error tolerance. Fig. 2 has graphs of Exp(c+ 1 1+)/Z+ for various combinations 
of error tolerances and false negative probabilities. The number of pools per object is 
taken to be 8. The graphs show that for error tolerance t = 0, there is a substantial 
loss of positives, 56% for a false negative probability of 10% (which occurs in some 
applications). Luckily, this loss can easily be reduced to less than 4% by using t = 2, 
at the cost of a greater expected number of negative candidates. 
The expected number of negative candidates has a more complex dependence on 
the parameters. We have found that for small I+, it grows nearly geometrically until 
it begins to saturate at large I+, when the pooling design begins to fail to reveal any 
information about the positive objects. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of Exp(c_ I I+) 
on the error probabilities and I+ for the random subdesign with 1331 objects of the 
(3,12,122)-Steiner system. We chose fairly realistic probabilities of 10% and 5% for 
the maximum false negative and false positive probabilities, respectively. Fig. 3 shows 
that for larger false negative probabilities, Exp(c_ j I+) is substantially decreased, par- 
ticularly for large I+. For larger false positive probabilities, Exp(c_) is increased, 
particularly for small I+. It can be seen that for small l+ the main effect is due to the 
false positive probability, while for large I+ the main effect is due to the false negative 
probability. 
Fig. 4 shows how Exp(c_) grows with increasing error tolerance. The curves are for 
the random subdesign with 1331 objects of the (3,12,122)-Steiner system. The effect 
is substantial, with about a factor of 10 increase for each increase of the error tolerance 
by 1. If combinatorial decoding is used, the tradeoff between larger Exp(c_ I 1,) and 
lower Exp(c+ I Z+_)/l+ must be carefully weighed against the costs of screening and the 
desired results. 
To compare the performance of different design choices we considered two sets 
of parameters. The first has k=8 or k= 12, u=121 or u= 122 and n= 1331. We 
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Fig. 2. Exp(E+ 1 I+ )/l+ versus false negative probability for three choices of the error tolerance t. The number 
of pools per object is 8. 
fn=O.O, fp=O.O 
Fig. 3. Exp(c- il+) versus I+ for four combinations of error probabilities. fn and fp denote the false negative 
and false positive error probabilities, respectively. The design is the random subdesign with 1331 objects of 
the (3, 12,122)-Steiner system. The error tolerance is t = 0. 
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positives are 0.1 and 0.05, respectively. The design is the random subdesign with 1331 objects of the 
(3,12,122)-Steiner system. 
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Fig. 5. Exp(~_ Ii+) versus I+ for error probabilities of 0.05, error tolerance t = I and several design options 
with k= 12. c= 121 or c= 122 and n= 1331. 
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Fig. 6. Exp(c_ II+) versus I+ for error probabilities of 0.05, error tolerance t = 2 and two design options 
with k=32, v=962 and n=28561. 
compared the random subdesign of the (3,12,122)-Steiner system to the random 8 
and 12-sets designs with u = 122 and the (3,11,121 )-orthogonal array for t = 1 and 
error probabilities of 5%. The graphs are shown in Fig. 5. Note that for this false 
negative error probability and 12 pools per object, the expected fraction of positive 
objects not found is 11.8%. For 8 pools per object this number is 5.7%. Whether 
these are acceptable depends on the goals of the screening experiments. Observe that 
the random 8-sets design performs somewhat better for large I+. This is generally the 
case if the number of pools per object is reduced. Note that if the number of pools per 
object is sufficiently small, the error tolerance may be reduced without increasing the 
expected fraction of positive objects not found. In this example, the orthogonal array 
outperforms the random 12-sets design. In general, orthogonal arrays with height of 
the order of the width will perform well. If the height is much greater than the width, 
then the corresponding random k-sets designs tend to have better performance. 
The second set of parameters involves much larger designs with k = 32, v = 962 
and n = 28 561. Two designs are compared, the random subdesign of the (3,32,962)- 
Steiner system and the random 32-sets design. The error probability is 5% and the 
error tolerance is t = 2. This means that the expected fraction of positive objects not 
found is 21.4%. The graphs are shown in Fig. 6. 
6. Conclusion 
We have given a unified treatment of various deterministic and randomized combi- 
natorial pooling strategies in terms of combinatorial decoding in the presence of errors. 
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Our approach has proved useful for evaluating the known options for the design of 
trivial two stage pooling designs relevant to real screening problems. 
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 4 
We use the technique described in [lo], where the bound of Theorem 4 is obtained 
for fn = fp = 0. We use random k-sets designs with k = [yuj for y constant. The basic 
idea is to express Exp(c_lp) as a sum involving relatively few terms (compared to 
2”) and observe that as far as the logarithmic asymptotics are concerned we can ignore 
all terms but the largest one. The largest term is found by a maximization procedure 
on a convex set and can be asymptotically determined. The exact expression for its 
contribution involves solving a set of non-linear constraints which can be approximated 
to first order for large p or evaluated numerically for any given set of parameters. 
To express Exp(c_ 1 p) as a suitable sum, let C = (X0,. . ,&,E) be subsets of 9’ 
with IXi] = 1~~1. H ere Xa is intended to be the set of pools of a negative object, Xi, 
i> 1 the sets of pools of the p positive objects and E the set of pools for which 
erroneous results are obtained. We call C a configuration. Define u, r,,, rP, 6, and z by 
llv = 
ball= 
The values of u,r,,,rP,6, and z can be seen to equal the relative sizes of the set of 
true positive pools, false negative pools, false positive pools, measured negative pools 
of X, and measured positive pools, respectively. 
C is a bad configuration if 6,v 66~1, since in this case the negative object whose 
pools are Xs will not be detected as negative by the decoding procedure with error 
tolerance &I. Let b(u, r,,, rP) be the number of bad configurations with given u, r,, and 
rP. For the remainder of this section we omit the integer part notation on yu. 
Lemma A.l. For the random y-sets design, 
ExP(~P)= j+$ c f,""(l _ fn)(u-'n)~'f~'(l _ fp)('-"-'~)"b(u,m,r~). 
;a k'n3'p 
Proof. For a fixed (p + 1 )-set of objects and error set generated independently accord- 
ing to the error probabilities, the probability of achieving a given configuration is 
V 0 
-_(p+l) 
YV
f,"(l _ fn)UD-r"Cf;yl _ fp)o-uc-rpr~ 
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The probability over the random design and the errors that a given object is an unre- 
solved negative candidate is therefore the sum of this probability over bad configura- 
tions. There are IZ - p negative objects in an instance of a pooling experiment. 
0 
Taking logarithms 
Exp(c_ 1 p) = 1 gives 
on both sides of the equation of Lemma A.1 and setting 
log(n) log (J 
-=(p+ l)---- 
V V 
(A.11 
To obtain our lower bound requires understanding the right hand side of Eq. (A.l). 
It is important to note that the sum involving b(u,r,,rP) involves less than u3 terms. 
This means that for the purposes of the logarithmic asymptotics it suffices to consider 
the maximum value of the summand. We can reduce the expression to even more 
fundamental terms by describing each configuration in full detail. For a configuration 
C and bit string b = b&l.. . bP, let 
i:b, = I i:b,=O 
vbl=i nXin nTTinlz, 
i:b,=l i:b,=O 
where r denotes the complement of Y in 9. Note that Cbc abc = 1, where the sum 
extends over all meaningful indices. We can parametrize configurations in terms of the 
ubc. The constraints for bad configurations are: 
c(1): c vbc= 1, 
bc 
C(y, i): 
b,c:b,=l 
C(6): vloO + c VI,,‘] 66. 
b':b'dO 
The first two constraints state only that all pools are accounted for by one of the 
variables, and that the number of pools that a given object goes into is yv. The last 
constraint characterizes badness. 
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By determining which variables contribute to the values of u,r,,rP,da and z it can 
be seen that 
U= c fihob'c, rt1 = c Ubob’ I 3 
rp = 
c UboOl> 
ba.b',c:b'#O bo,b':b'#O hll 
ci, =v100 + 
c Vlb'l, 
z= 
c 
Vhob'O + 
c UboOl. 
b':b'#O 60. b':b'#O ho 
Let v denote the vector of variables t$-,c. The number of configurations with given v 
is the multinomial expression 
1' 
c(v) = 0 vc . 
We have 
where the sum extends over all v which satisfy the constraints with vv integral. This 
sum contains less than v 2P’2 summands, which implies that if we expand Eq. (A. 1) by 
substituting the sum for b(u, r,,, r,), we still only need to consider the largest summand 
to determine the asymptotics. 
For a sequence of positive reals v summing to 1, let H(v) be the entropy function, 
H(v) = Cb -vb log 216. For 0 da < 1, let H(a) =H(a, 1 - !x). A useful observation on 
the asymptotics of multinomial coefficients is that 
log(c(v))/v = H(v)( 1 + o( 1)). 
The limsup of (logn)/v is therefore obtained by finding the minimum of 
l(v) = (P + 1 W(Y) - H(v) 
-r,log(fn)-(u-r,)log(l -fn) 
-rplog(fp)-(l -u-r,)log(l -f,>. 
This expression ignores all but one term of the sum under the logarithm in Eq. (A.1 ). 
Since this logarithm is subtracted, the expression is asymptotically correct only if the 
largest summand is used, which (because of the minus sign) minimizes l(v). Since 
the random design being analyzed provides a lower bound for N(v, p, f,,, fp, y, S), it 
follows that n(p, fn, fp, y, 6) 3 min, l(v). 
In the expression for l(v), the parameters r,,, rP and u are linear functions of v. 
Since H is strictly concave on the domain, 1 is strictly convex. This implies that there 
is a unique minimum. 
Before using the Lagrange multiplier technique to solve the maximization problem, 
we consider the location v,,, of the minimum of l(v) without the C(6) constraint. 
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This minimum is determined by the logarithm of the principal contributor to the overall 
probability distribution of configurations, which means that asymptotically it must be 0. 
For the design to be useful v,in must therefore not satisfy the C(6) constraint, as 
otherwise almost all random designs have too many bad configurations. To determine 
V,in we use the following lemma according to which v,in is given by its expectation 
for randomly chosen yv-sets. Note that v,in is determined by the maximizer of the 
summand under the logarithm in Eq. (A. 1). 
Lemma A.2. Let 
c xcu,, XjdU, xl 
s(vJ) = EXE& g(v, x) . 
Assume that 
(i) g(u, x) is a positive function and j(x) = lim u_+o3 log(g(v, x))/v converges uni- 
formly on a compact convex set I to a continuous and strictly concave function. 
(ii) U, is a subset of I for each v, 
(iii) lU,l =o((l + s)‘) for all E>O, 
(iv) for each E >O and x E I there exists vg such that for v > vg there exists y E U, 
such that Ix - yI <E (U, is E-dense at x). 
(v) The j’th coordinate x,,,~ of the maximizer x,,, of j(x) in I is not 0. 
Then limVim S(V) = .xm,,,j. 
Proof. Note that the assumptions imply that the maximizer x,,, is unique, Given E > 0, 
there is a 6 > 0 such that if Iy - x,,I 38, then &x,,,) - g(y) > 6. Let 
Choose p such that for y within p of xmax, g(x,,,) - j(y)<6/4. Choose ug such that 
for v> us, U, is p-dense at x,,, and log(g(v,x))/ u is uniformly within 6/4 of its limit. 
Let u>us. Using IU 1 = o(2”“i4) u 
c g(v, x) < c g(v, x) + 0(2su’4)2(~(x”““)-3”‘4)“, 
XEU, XEG,, 
The density and convergence assumptions imply that the sum over U,,, contains a term 
of size at least 2(~(xm8X)-s/2)“. Thus 
c dv,x)= c dV?X)(l + o(l)). 
XElJ,? XEU”.F 
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Let b be an upper bound on 1x1 for x E I. Then 
c Xjy(V, x) 3 c Xjg(v, x) _ b ,(2”“!4)2(axm..)-36i4)(, 
XEU, CU., 
C x,jY(U, X) < C xjg(r, x) + b o(2bL”4)2~~~xma~~~36’4~L 
xtu,. XEU,., 
If s < lXmax,j 19 h t en th e sum over U,.,: contains a term of order 2(@(x)-6/2)v, so 
C xjdv2X)= C XjS(~,X)(l + O(l)). 
XEU, XEU,,,, 
These relationships imply that x,,,,j - E <S(u,j)( 1 + o( 1)) <x,,,j + E for sufficiently 
small E >O and sufficiently large v. Whence the desired result. 0 
According to Lemma A.2, under suitable circumstances we can find the maximum 
summand in a sum by substituting the average value of the parameters. Conversely, 
we can determine the location of the maximum summand by computing the average 
values of the parameters. We apply the latter idea to the sum of Eq. (A.l) to obtain 
V,in. The average value Umin,bc of t& (without the 6 constraint) is the probability that 
a fixed pool is in the sets indicated by the subscript. For a bit string b, define lb] to be 
the number of l’s in b. For a logical expression 4, [4] = 1 iff C$ is true, and [c$] = 0 
otherwise. We have 
ylhb’l(l _ y)p+l-(lbob’l)~~b’iOlr(l _ f,)[b’~Ol(l-c)fp[b’=Olc(l _ jgLb’=W-d. 
This gives for 6, at v,in 
hnin,a=Y((l - (1 - YY)fn + (1 - YY(1 - fp>>, 
which can be computed directly as the expected relative number of negative pools 
in X0. As discussed earlier, we require that fimin,u > 6. 
In the constrained minimization problem, the assumption on 8min.a implies that the 
minimum of Z(v) occurs on the boundary. It follows that the C(6) constraint on S, 
can be replaced by an equality. 
We apply the Lagrange multiplier method. Let & denote differentiation by ubc. 
&ob’cl(V) = log(%,b’c) + log(e) 
-[b’#O,c=l]log(f,J-[b’#O,c=O]log(l -fn) 
-[b’=O,c=l]log(f,)-[b’=O,c=O]log(l -f,), 
&c(l)= 1, 
dbcc(y, i) z [bi = 11, 
&“b’cC(@ = [bo = l]([b’ # 0, c = l] + [b’ = 0, c = 01). 
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a=1 
With some thought it can be seen that this implies that at the minimum, the r,& can 
be expressed in the form 
a=0 a=1 a=0 a=1 a=lJ 
Fig. 7. Probabilistic decision tree for cub?. 
x ~[b’~O,c=ll(, _ fn)[b'fO,c=Ol~~'=O,c=ll(, _ ~[b’=O,c=Ol, 
n 
where the logarithms of q, x/( 1 -x), y,J( 1 - y,) and y,/( 1 - y,,) are the Lagrange 
multipliers after accounting for symmetry. The parameter q serves to normalize the 
probabilities. 
It helps to view the expression for t& as the probability distribution associated with 
the probabilistic decision tree given in Fig. 7. The values of U, z, r,, rp can be determined 
from Fig. 7. To simplify the expressions, we introduce gn for the probability (according 
to v) that c = 1 given b > 0, and gP for the probability that c = 1 given b = 0: 
(1 - Ynlt.. 
gp=(l -Yp)(l -fp)+(l- y&’ 
(1 - Yp)fn 
gn= (1 -Yn)(l -fn>+(1 - yp)fn‘ 
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Let d,, and d, denote the denominators of qP and qn, respectively. This gives 
(1 -(l -x)P)d, 
u= (1 -x)Pdp+(l -(I -X)P)d,,’ 
z=u(l -Yn)+(l -UIY,, 
(1 -z)=Fl,+(l -UN1 -gp), rll = f-qn, rp=(l - uklp. 
With these definitions constraint C( 1) is satisfied. The other constraints are 
C(?,O) : (1 -z).v, +zyp=y, 
C(y,i): (1 _ (T_I)P) =y for i>O, 
C(6): y,,(I -z)=S. 
Using the probabilistic decision tree and the rules for decomposing the entropy function. 
the expression for l(v) can be written as 
I(v) = (P + 1 Yf(+Y) 
These expressions can be simplified by suitable grouping. Observe that 
H(ah) - La(b) = (a - 1) log( 1 - b) - K(ab, 6). 
We can write 
( u =p T_ (1 -x)P -I 1 log(1 -X)-K(u,l -(I -X)P) 
=p ; -1 log(1 -x)-K(u,l -(l-x)“), 
(’ > 
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( U p1 -(l -x)P H(x) - H(y) 1 = P ($w - fw) 
= pK(y,x) - p (5 - 1) log(1 - x). 
This gives 
Qv>=K(u,(l - (1 -x)p)> - PK(Y,X) + (1 - 4mpJg +~Wn,fn) 
+mJ) -NY,) - (1 -z)wGl). 
For any fixed p, fn, fp, 6, the equations can be solved numerically. 
To prove Theorem 4, we have to solve the constraints for large p. Let [ = l/p , 
y = y’i: and 6 = S’[. Write x =x’[, y,, = yk[ and yP = yb[. Let 
za=(l -e-“‘)(l -fn)+eMr’fP. 
One can check that the constraints are analytic in [,x’, y; and y; near [ = 0, x’ = y’, 
y; = 6’/( 1 - za) and y; = (7’ - S’)/zs, respectively, and that the Jacobian has full rank. 
Therefore x’, y;, yi are implicitly defined in a neighborhood of 5 = 0. As a result 
1 x=y’l+O --y ) 
P ( > 6’ 1 ~- +o L P yn = 1 -zo p ( ) P2 ’ 
y = 7’ - 6’ 1 -_ 
P 
zo P 
+o $ > 
( ) 
gp=fp+o L 9 
0 
gn =fn + 0 L 
P 0 P ’ 
u=l -e-T’+0 -! 
0 
1 
P ’ 
z=z()+o - . 
0 P 
To expand I(v) to the first order in l/p, consider K(a + bi,a + cl). 
~(a + bi, a + cl) = (a + bi) log((a + bi)l(a + 4) 
+(l -a-b[)log((l -a-bi)/(l -a-ci)) 
= (a + bi) log( 1 f (b/u - c/a )i) 
1 - (b/t 1 -a)-C/(1 -a))i)+0(12) +(I -a-b[)log( 
= o(p). 
We also have 
K(V) = K(Y’i, Y’i + x1X2) 
= ir’ l%(Y’l(Y’ + x”i>> +(1 - Y’O l%((l - Y’OA 1- Y’5 - x”i2)) 
= -(y’ log( 1 + (x”/y’)[) - ( 1 - y’i) log( 1 - x”i2> + O@) 
= O@). 
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Therefore 
l(v)=H(y)-zH(y,)-(1 -z)H(y,)+O 
For small i, H(c) = -[ log( [) + [ + 0( c2). Let 6’ = cc?‘. Applying the identities induced 
by the constraints and expanding to order l/p2 gives 
p&v) = -7’ log(j) + (1/’ - 6’) log((y’ - 6’)/zl)) + 6’ log(6’/( 1 - 20)) + 0 
= +y’( 1 - G() log(( 1 - cY)/zo) + y’cr log(z/( 1 - zo)) + 0 
= +y’fc(cx, 1 -zo)+O ; . 
0 
The constraint on a induced by 6, is 
a<1 -zo=(l -e-Y’)f,+e-Y’(l - 
= fn + e&(1 - fn - f,). 
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